
Tant Pis 

A larp about underwilderment 

by Anne Marchadier and Mo Holkar 

underwilderment (n): the bewilderment induced 

by a profusion of underwhelming experiences. 
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Introduction 
Tant Pis is set by default in Brussels, but you can adapt it to whatever town or city is 

convenient for you. It is to be played out live, while walking (or otherwise travelling) around 

the city, visiting its most underwhelming attractions. 

Tant Pis is for four participants, one of whom is also the facilitator. They play the character of 

a tour guide: the other three characters are tourists being guided. You can change up the 

numbers to fit your group, but probably you don’t want to go too far away from that sort of 

size, unless you want a different kind of experience. 

The tour guide is new in the job, and inexperienced, and uncertain. They have been allocated 

this tour by the agency because the more experienced guides didn’t want to do it, as it is 

boring and unlikely to be lucrative. It may even be that they’ve been given it as a slightly 

cruel joke, and it’s not actually meant to be a real tour. This participant should be someone 

who is themselves reasonably familiar with the city and how to get about between the 

various attractions – even if their character may not be. It’s not desirable for the play 

experience to be underwildering offgame, just ingame... 

The three tourists are recently arrived in the city, and have signed up for the tour so as to 

learn more about their new home. They are students on an Erasmus programme, or a family 

with a new work placement, or something like that – or so it appears. 

Secretly, though, the three tourists are non-human. They are disguised as humans, and are 

trying to learn about how to imitate humans better. They are lacking in the cultural cues and 

signals which would make clear the underwhelming nature of the tour’s attractions. 

• Option A: the tourists are aliens from a distant planet. They are reconnoitring Earth 

with a view to conquering it, or kidnapping some inhabitants, or just a holiday, or 

whatever – after the manner of Third Rock from the Sun (the players will together 

decide their purpose, in the larp’s setup phase). 

• Option B: the tourists are a mix of different mythical creatures – merfolk, vampire, 

sasquatch, etc – after the manner of Monsterhearts or Blood and Water. They are 

posing as human because they need to be able to live in human society without being 

detected. 

• The guide: in either of these options, the tour guide character can also secretly be 

non-human and posing as such. This can be transparent to the three other 

participants out-of-character, for them to maybe discover in play; or it can be actually 

secret: as the participants’ play culture prefers. 

The larp design consists mostly of some guidelines for character and group creation, notes 

on how to play pervasively without causing concern/distress to the non-larping public, and 

tour notes for the guide character to use while leading the tour around the city. 
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Creating characters – aliens 
This version is based on the idea that a team of three alien beings have been sent on a secret 

undercover mission to Earth, and that as part of it, they are attending this tour. It’s inspired 

in part by Third Rock from the Sun. 

The tourists 

The three people playing aliens should answer these questions together: 

1. What is the name of the planet (or whatever it might be) that you come from? 

2. What is your name for your society/culture/people? 

3. What is your natural state (eg organic beings, robots, ambient gas clouds, software 

programs, …) 

4. Why have you been sent to Earth, and why are you on this tour? 

5. What is particularly uncomfortable for you about being on Earth and inhabiting 

human bodies? 

And then you should each individually answer these questions about your own character. 

You can discuss them with each other, to help make the answers coherent, if you wish: 

6. What is your real name? 

7. What is the name of the Earth person who you are pretending to be? 

8. What is your personal role on the mission? 

9. How do you feel about the mission, and about your role in it? 

10. What do you miss most about your home? 

Then once you’ve all done that, describe your characters to each other: and each decide how 

your character feels about each of the other two. Try and build some tensions into these 

feelings – but don’t make them too solidly awful. Maybe one positive and two negative 

things about each. 
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The tour guide 

The tour guide can either be a human or an alien. If alien, then they should answer questions 

1–10 above, but with different details to the tourists. If human, they should instead answer 

these: 

1. Where are you from? 

2. What did you study, and with which career goals? 

3. How did you land in Brussels? And in that job? 

4. Which part of life in Brussels do you hate most? 

5. What is your view of this tour, and the people taking it? 

We recommend that the tour guide should not know at the start of the larp that the tourists 

are also aliens of another kind, nor vice versa. Although they may possibly find out during 

play, if the imposture is less than perfect. 
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Creating characters – monsters 
This version is based on the idea that a variety of monsters in (at least some of the time) 

human form live amongst humans, and that they tend to hang around together because no-

one else understands them. It’s inspired by the ‘disappointing urban fantasy’ seen in the 

show What We Do in the Shadows and the RPG Blood and Water. 

The monsters 

The three people playing monsters should answer these questions together: 

1. Where is the house that you all share? 

2. How long have you been living there together? 

3. What is its most inadequate feature? 

4. Why have you decided to come on this tour? 

And then you should each individually answer these questions about your own character. 

You can discuss them with each other, to help make the answers coherent, if you wish: 

5. What kind of monster are you? (eg vampire, werewolf, merfolk, fairy, golem, ghost, 

zombie, sasquatch, …) 

6. What is your real name? 

7. What is the name of the mundane person who you are pretending to be? 

8. What is a superhuman power of yours that you could use if you wanted to, but won’t 

because it would be too conspicuous? 

9. What do you hate most about having to pretend to be a human? 

Then once you’ve all done that, describe your characters to each other: and each decide how 

your character feels about each of the other two. Try and build some tensions into these 

feelings – but don’t make them too solidly awful. Maybe one positive and two negative 

things about each. 
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The tour guide 

The tour guide can either be a human or a monster. If a monster, then they should answer 

questions 5–9 as above. If human, they should instead answer these: 

1. Where are you from? 

2. What did you study, and with which career goals? 

3. How did you land in Brussels? And in that job? 

4. Which part of life in Brussels do you hate most? 

5. What is your view of this tour, and the people taking it? 

We recommend that the tour guide should not know at the start of the larp that the tourists 

are also monsters, nor vice versa. Although they may possibly find out during play, if the 

imposture is less than perfect. 
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Safety 
Participants should be aware that The Door is Open – they can leave the larp at any time, 

without needing to explain why. Either to drop out of character and just accompany the 

others for the remainder of the route, or to leave altogether. It would be good to inform at 

least one other person of your whereabouts, though, if you do leave physically. 

Participants can also use Cut to end a particular conversation within the larp – perhaps 

something has come up and is being discussed that is triggering for them. No explanation is 

required. The others will at once drop that topic and move on to something different. 

You may wish to gather Lines from participants in advance – topics that they know they are 

going to want to avoid – and circulate these to everyone. 

Larping in public 

There are particular concerns that must be addressed around larping when surrounded by 

the general public – people who are not (knowingly) part of the larp. 

We feel that it is unethical to treat these people as props for your roleplay, without their 

knowledge or consent. And it is also problematic to roleplay in such a way as to make them 

feel confused or uncomfortable, when they don’t know that it’s ‘just a larp’. You may feel 

that having a loud in-character argument will be entertaining for the real tourists who are 

around you – but it could easily be triggering or otherwise disturbing for any of them. 

We advise that you should have your characters treat other people with the same respect, 

courtesy, and consideration that you would yourself. And that you should always be ready to 

drop out of character and explain the nature of the larp, to anyone who asks about it. 

Other settings 
If you come up with a suitable underwhelming itinerary for a place other than Brussels, 

please do send it to us! – we will add it to this file. No doubt there are plenty of other locales 

that could be ‘enjoyed’ by groups of aliens and monsters. 
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Example characters 
You can use these characters if you want to just pick-up-and-play, rather than creating them 

yourselves in advance of the larp. 

The tourists 

Are aliens from the planet Zorqon-159. Their natural form is as lumps of translucent purple 

protoplasm. They gain nutrition by engulfing food matter and slowly digesting it. (It is 

considered rude to comment upon another person’s partly-digested food chunks.) They 

communicate primarily by direct thought transference through partial merging of 

pseudopods, although they have also evolved spoken and written language for when 

separated by distance or by time. Their planet is slightly lower in gravity than Earth, and the 

sun has a redder colour. 

The Zorqonians have been given accurate human shape and appearance by their world’s top 

scientists, so as to be able to scout Earth as a possible colony farm planet. These shapes are 

uncomfortable, though, and they will be glad to be able to relax back into protoplasmic goo 

once the mission is over. 

Zorqonians have no concept of gender, but monitoring of Earth broadcast media has made it 

clear to them that it’s an important social construct on this planet. Therefore they have 

prepared their human forms according to the human gender norms that they have deduced 

(but not necessarily with great accuracy). 

While in human form they can’t use thought transference properly, but by touching a hand 

flat against another they can achieve a certain amount of signalling of emotion, etc. 

Otherwise it’s down to the human language – which they have learnt from broadcast media, 

so some of the nuance may be slightly off. 

Once the three participants have chosen their characters, they should describe themselves to 

each other, and then each decide how they feel about the others. 

[Of course, feel free to tweak any aspects of these characters to make them more suitable to your 

group.] 

‘Carl Shackell’ 

The ‘father’ of the human family. The mission leader, responsible for keeping the team safe 

and their cover intact. Excited about the mission, and about making a difference to the 

struggling people back home. Likely to make the most optimistic interpretations of what 

they are being shown. 

‘Monique Shackell’ 

The ‘mother’. The primary information-gatherer: a slow mover across Earth’s surface. Aiming 

to collect any and all facts that may be relevant to Earth’s suitability as a farm planet. 

Cautious, thorough, and relentless. 
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‘Taylor Shackell’ 

The ‘teenager’. In reality the oldest and most experienced of the Zorqonians, but chosen to 

play the teenager because they have adapted better to Earth gravity and so are more flexible 

and agile than their colleagues. Their responsibility is to get into places that the guide seems 

to not want them to see – to uncover Earth’s secrets. 

The tour guide 

‘Pierre/Jeanne Marceau’ (human) 

They are a French national, graduated from the prestigious Ecole du Louvre. After a stage at 

DG EAC, a career at the European Commission seemed like a nice prospect, and they stayed 

in Brussels. Alas, things didn’t quite turn out as hoped, and they have just landed this awful 

tour job. 

‘Pierre/Jeanne Marceau’ (alien) 

They are an alien from planet 1RXS, or are they still? They were sent to Earth so long ago, 

that memories of their world and original form are fading. They are one of a network of five 

RXSian sleeper-agents, placed in Earth’s decision centres to ensure no other species colonises 

this planet, which shows enormous potential for them. They have been giving this tour for 

20 Earth years, with growing despair. 

Originally, they were a high-density ball of organic matter, consuming their planet’s mineral 

resources through myriads of suction cups on their surface, and reproducing by binary 

fission. RXSians don’t have a fixed life-span: they more often than not “die” of boredom after 

a few hundred years. 1RXS has been surveying planets with food-mining potential like Earth 

for 4 million Earth years. 
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Brussels’s underwhelming spots 
Brussels is renowned for its ghastly weather: a grey drizzly Sunday is obviously optimal to 

the Tant Pis experience. If the weather is too nice, we would recommend using the city’s very 

bad public transport system, particularly its metro. 

This list is indicative, and the facilitator/guide can arrange them in different order or add 

new ones etc. It is recommended that they know the city at least a little bit, so that the off-

game experience doesn’t get too underwhelming. 

• Manneken-pis 

Rated number one most disappointing European tourist site, the Manneken Pis and its 55cm 

live up to their reputation as the lowlight of any underwhelming Brussels experience. And 

it’s a replica too. It’s the gift that keeps on giving. 

• Manneken-pis costume museum 

https://www.mannekenpis.brussels/en/la-garde-robe 

That thing about the gift that keeps on giving? Yes. More. 

• Jeanneke-pis 

Because having a little boy peeing wasn’t quite enough as a city symbol, a female 

counterpart was added in the late 1980s. A small step for gender equality, a giant leap for 

poor site-seeing. 

• Zinneke-pis 

Yes, there is a pissing dog too! ‘Zinneke’ is the word used for a Brusselaar of mixed origins. 

This one’s not even a fountain, and even more difficult to find than the other two. One could 

easily walk past without noticing it. Underwilderment at its finest. 

• Red light district  

Have you ever dreamed of Pigalle and Amsterdam’s red light district? Get ready for 

disappointment. The grotty, dark and overall derelict rue d’Aerschot is one of the most 

unsavoury areas of Brussels. 

CW: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rue_d%27Aerschot 

• EU district 

Walking down rue de la Loi or rue Belliard, with their grey office buildings, deserted on 

weekends, yet still very heavy with traffic gives a great sense of what urban planners the 

world around have dubbed “bruxellisation” aka how to fuck up town planning. 

• Museum of Original Figurines (MOOF) 

https://www.moofmuseum.be/fr/ 

Yes. It’s called the Moof. And that acronym says plenty already. 

[Practical note: The facilitator should inform the participants in advance of costs of entry for 

museums, and public transport fares, if applicable.] 

https://www.mannekenpis.brussels/en/la-garde-robe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rue_d%27Aerschot
https://www.moofmuseum.be/fr/

